Most processes within organisms, and most interactions between organisms and their environment, have distinct time profiles. The temporal coordination of such processes is crucial across levels of biological organization, but disciplines differ widely in their approaches to study timing. Such differences are accentuated between ecologists, who are centrally concerned with a holistic view of an organism in relation to its external environment, and chronobiologists, who emphasize internal timekeeping within an organism and the mechanisms of its adjustment to the environment. We argue that ecological and chronobiological perspectives are complementary, and that studies at the intersection will enable both fields to jointly overcome obstacles that currently hinder progress. However, to achieve this integration, we first have to cross some conceptual barriers, clarifying prohibitively inaccessible terminologies. We critically assess main assumptions and concepts in either field, as well as their common interests. Both approaches intersect in their need to understand the extent and regulation of temporal plasticity, and in the concept of 'chronotype', i.e. the characteristic temporal properties of individuals which are the targets of natural and sexual selection. We then highlight promising developments, point out open questions, acknowledge difficulties and propose directions for further integration of ecological and chronobiological perspectives through Wild Clock research.
Introduction
Since antiquity, it has been appreciated that wild organisms exhibit predictable periodic behaviours in concert with the regular alternation of day and night, the seasons, the tides, and the waxing and waning of the moon. Studied early on were the daily leaf movements of heliotropic plants; in 1729, the French astronomer de Mairan reported that these rhythms persisted when the plants were locked away & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. from the light [1] . The importance of this discovery was realized by Charles and Francis Darwin, who suggested how rhythmic leaf movements might serve a protective function [2] . Persistence of biological rhythms even when organisms are sheltered from experiencing the earth's geophysical cycles was subsequently confirmed across the plant and animal kingdoms [3] . In addition to the best-studied diel time scale ('circadian' clocks, with a period length of about: ('circa') 1 day ('dian')), similar rhythms were shown on circannual, circatidal and circalunar scales [4] [5] [6] . Nonetheless, only in the latter part of the twentieth century, when experiments including a space mission proved that no hidden earthly cues are needed to drive biological rhythms, was endogenous rhythm-generation fully accepted [7] [8] [9] .
In the real world, unconstrained by artificial conditions like those chosen by de Mairan, in animal facilities or during space missions, organisms perceive rhythmic information from the external environment. Their biological clocks effectively provide timing programmes [10, 11] to use such information in highly specific ways, so that, for example, twilight prompts different processes in the morning compared to evening. Biological clocks integrate endogenous timekeeping with environmental information to generate internal representations of time, so that at any given moment, the organism will be in a particular temporal state which we here call 'internal clock time' (e.g. morning activation, or gonadal reproductive activation; cf. [12, 13] for specific, formal definitions of internal time).
Keeping track of time internally offers major advantages compared with solely responding to the immediate external environment [14, 15] . In their interactions with the environment, organisms benefit from internal clocks for anticipating conditions that are remote in time and space (e.g. [16] ); for tracking time in environments where temporal information is unavailable or misleading (e.g. in caves or hibernacula); and for reference time-consulting to correctly use environmental information (e.g. the changing position of the sun in navigation; [17] ). Internally, organisms benefit by maintaining time-structuring of different physiological processes, that should, or must not, occur at the same time (temporal compartmentalization; for in-depth reviews, see [14, 15] ).
Although these advantages are intuitively clear, they are difficult to demonstrate. This is because in studies of organisms, their periodic behaviour or physiology (e.g. waking up, breeding) is directly recorded, whereas the internal clock time that orchestrates these activities is not readily observed. For many of us, internal clock time becomes acutely evident when it is misaligned with external time (i.e. time measured conventionally as clock time at a given site; [12] ), such as by jet lag, when bright morning sunshine subjectively feels like deep midnight and we find it difficult to start our day [18] . Experiences like these underline the importance of internal clock time for how, or whether, biological processes occur. For example, internal clock time determines whether high temperatures in winter trigger flowering or breeding in wild organisms [19] , how the immune system responds to a pathogen attack or a flu shot [20] or how efficiently a food source can be exploited [21] . Chronobiology, as a field, is centred around such studies of biological clocks. Efforts are abound to characterize or infer the internal clock times that orchestrate organisms' lives (e.g. for epidemiological approaches, see [18] ; for physiological characterization, see [22] .) Consequently, biological clocks are recognized for their importance in most fields of the life sciences and medicine, and in many sectors of public life and industry [23, 24] . Surprisingly, despite this broad interest, fundamental questions about the evolutionary biology and functional importance of biological clocks in natural ecosystems have been largely neglected [25] . Ecology, as a field, holds the expertise that is needed to close this major gap in chronobiology. Ecology has a fundamental interest in the timing of events and in the functional significance of interactions between organisms and their environment. Yet in turn, without an understanding of underlying biological clocks, ecology cannot fully address these themes. Thus, ecology and chronobiology complement each other and can greatly benefit from shared research [26] . This first requires efforts to understand, and appreciate, each other's perspectives.
'Wild Clocks': time's many components affect organisms in nature
The two thriving fields of chronobiology and ecology, which jointly approach 'Wild Clocks' in this theme issue, are connected by their interest in timing, but integration of their respective research is often difficult. These difficulties are routed in differences in the main interest of the fields. The content of today's core research in chronobiology is the systematic study of the mechanisms that organisms use to time body processes relative to geophysical cycles [14] , whereas ecologists classically describe, compare and functionally analyse rhythms in natural environments [27] . In simple terms, the key interest of chronobiologists is in 'how do organisms time biological processes', and that of ecologists is in 'why do they do it'. These different interests affect concepts and practical approaches, beginning with identifying and describing the 'time' that is relevant for an organism's behaviour and physiology [28] .
At first sight, the definition of time for the purpose of biological studies would seem straight-forward. We commonly use calendars and clocks to measure local time, and the passage of time, relative to geophysical processes (i.e. the Earth's rotation and orbit, the rotation of the Moon around the Earth). Geophysical processes are associated with a host of further abiotic cycles, primarily in the duration and intensity of light exposure, and as a consequence also with cycles in temperature, wind patterns, humidity or precipitation (figure 1). Related to the abiotic cycles are biotic cycles of the environment, for example, annual changes in vegetation cover, which imply fluctuating food availability, predator detection or predation and parasite pressure. Measuring biotic cycles is now instituted in multiple ecological and citizen-science projects that record phenology (i.e. the timing of recurrent seasonal processes [29] ).
Consideration of abiotic and biotic cycles can be revealing on a macro-ecological scale, but identifying the relevant external time for a particular organism is often much more complex because abiotic and biotic time affect organisms in highly specific ways [28] . Organisms can substantially alter the ways they experience abiotic cycles, for example, by modifying their micro-environment (e.g. by retreating to shelters or hibernacula, or building nests) or by undertaking migrations [16, 19] . High specificity of biotic effects is well established. For example, for Rhagoletis fruit flies and associated parasitoid wasps [30] , a centrally important component of time is the fruiting state of the host plants in which Rhagoletis larvae rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 develop. Rhagoletis flies have diversified to reproduce on specific host plants which fruit at different times of year, and the parasitoid wasps have correspondingly diversified [30] . Thus, for these flies and wasps, specific fruiting phenologies, not calendar date or macro-ecological phenology, constitute correct time.
Such specificity is associated with the above-introduced, additional component of time that is relevant for an organism's behaviour and physiology: Internal timekeeping (figure 1) can anticipate external abiotic and biotic cycles and regulate an organism's response to its environment. The flies and wasps discussed above will be internally prepared to match the phenology of their respective hosts through their biological clocks. On a given date, differently specialized flies and wasps will differ in the timing of their annual cycles, and each individual's specific internal clock time (figures 1 and 2) will affect its ability to exploit their hosts. Importantly, biological clocks do not simply predict the correct time for a given activity, but equip organisms with mechanisms to adjust timing in response to abiotic and biotic time components that vary between years at a given location and date [31, 32] . Effects of internal clock time on organisms' use of opportunities apply to many species, for example, migratory birds, whose internal clock time influences spring return dates and hence their use of breeding opportunities [16] , or to bees maximizing their foraging reward by precisely timing visits to flowers [17] . The mechanisms by which biological clocks enable organisms to respond correctly to the external environment are a core interest of the field of chronobiology.
This overview suggests that to properly understand an organism's manifest timing, several components of 'time' must be looked at simultaneously, of which some are external (environmental factors) and others internal (figures 1 and 2). However, the fields of chronobiology and ecology give different weight to these components and correspondingly, differ in their views of an organism's environment. The field of chronobiology acknowledges that interactions with external time are fundamental for the functioning of internal biological clocks, but emphasizes that they are not needed to sustain rhythmicity. It identifies effects of components of time that act to modify internal clock time through entrainment of the clock (synchronization of internal clock time by environmental cues or 'zeitgebers' [25] Figure 1 . Schematic of the factors that affect an organism's manifest timing. The central, orange circle represents an organism, containing its biological timekeeping system shown in blue. Components of external abiotic cycles (shown in grey) and biotic cycles (shown in green) are perceived by an organism's sensory system. External information is interpreted based on an individual's internal clock time (e.g. whether warm winter temperatures should induce breeding), but at the same time, external time components can also modify internal clock time. Jointly, external time components and internal clock time influence individual timing outcomes, which on average can be used to characterize an individual's chronotype. The organism's behaviour and physiology can, in turn, feed back to affect rhythms of conspecifics (social time) or interspecifics (ecological time).
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 abiotic and biotic time that directly modify the expression of an organism's behavioural and physiological rhythms (such direct effects are classically termed 'masking' by chronobiologists, because they mask the true state of the internal clock [25, 33] ). In contrast with the persistent effects of entrainment, in masking temporal adjustments to an organism's observed timing immediately disappear when the external factor is no longer present (also see [31] ). Notably, however, a single environmental factor can act as both zeitgeber and to mask a behaviour (e.g. light).
This chronobiological view contrasts with ecological views that prioritize, or are limited to, the ways in which the external context of an organism orchestrates its functioning. Ecological perspectives traditionally do not consider the importance of internal clock time, nor the twofold effects of environment (entrainment and masking). As we will discuss in this issue, ecologists increasingly appreciate that they cannot fully understand, and even less so predict, responses of organisms to the biotic and abiotic environment without considering the physiological systems that orchestrate these responses. In turn, in chronobiology there is a growing concern about knowledge gaps arising from predominantly laboratory-based research. Recent studies have highlighted discrepancies between rhythms in the laboratory, compared with the field where organisms are exposed to a wide variety of abiotic and biotic influences [31] . Thus, chronobiologists increasingly conclude that pure consideration of internal clocks and photic entrainment, although perfected in laboratory settings, has insufficient explanatory power in the real world.
An example of the importance of time in ecology, and of complementary chronobiological insights in how it is achieved, is the two-way interaction between kestrels Falco tinnunculus and common voles Microtus arvalis [34, 35] . In this predatorprey system, the two species display rhythms of hunting and above-ground foraging, respectively, on a daily as well as ultradian (i.e. shorter than 24 h) time scale. Both kestrels and voles use identified, internal timing systems which directly affect the ecological processes involved in their predator-prey relationship, defining opportunities and restrictions. Voles are active on the surface only a few times per day even in winter, and otherwise hide in burrows. The voles' activity bouts repeat rhythmically over the day, driven by a rigid ultradian internal clock, which is functionally related to, but not caused by optimal food processing [36] . Likely, ultradian synchronization in the voles plays a crucial role at the family level as they save energy by huddling [37] and employ warning against predators [35] . Kestrels, in turn, appear to adjust their flight-hunting to times of expected high yields, using a daily hunting routine in which they incorporate ultradian hunting success of the preceding day [34] . Circadian time-place learning, highlighted in this issue for bees [17] , may enable kestrels to optimize their hunting behaviour. This example demonstrates the interactions of biological clocks with abiotic and biotic components of time, underlining the relevance of precise timing mechanisms [32] .
Given the complementary perspectives of ecology and chronobiology of the same biological processes, it seems evident that greater progress can be made when both perspectives are integrated, e.g. by the use of well-defined, shared concepts and terminology. This is what we endeavour below. We believe that this will help both fields to answer questions which each one alone cannot well explain, and to truly understand biological rhythms as 'Wild Clocks' that have evolved in the complexity of natural environments. In the following, we will first review in greater detail how timing is investigated in each field. We then propose that despite their differences, the two fields intersect in two concepts that are centrally important for both, and that both fields strive to balance against each other. These key concepts are plasticity of timing on the one hand, and consistent individual chronotypes [25] on the other.
Timing from chronobiological and ecological perspectives (a) Chronobiology
The field of chronobiology has established that circarhythmicity across kingdoms in biology shares the following characteristics, which we here detail for circadian rhythms: it is endogenously generated, with a circa-24 h period that does not match any known geophysical oscillation (hence, called 'free-running'; the conceptualization of the existence of an internal clock: a 'self-winding, self-regulating' [38] continuously consulted timepiece with an accuracy and precision great enough for use as a time standard. Critical requirements for such a clock are a certain rigidity-that it runs faithfully despite varying external (e.g. ambient temperature, humidity) and internal (e.g. hunger, hormonal and arousal state) conditions. Importantly, despite the rigidity, this clock also needs to maintain a measure of plasticity-that it can be adjusted to the environment in many ways. The metaphor of an internal 'clock'-accurate and precise but resettable-focused theoretical and experimental attention in chronobiology on how such a biological system was built, leading to a wave of mathematical, neurobiological and molecular genetic advances in our understanding of circadian timekeeping over the last 50 years [25] . Prominent in these analyses has been the study of organisms in artificially controlled constant environmental conditions (i.e. constant darkness or dim light, unvarying temperature, food and water ad libitum). These experiments were conducted in order to measure the clock's intrinsic free-running circadian period, and to determine the component molecular and cellular 'gears' that enable its rigid sustained oscillation. Efforts have also been directed to investigating input pathways that link the clock to the sensory systems that perceive entraining environmental signals, in particular light. While determination of free-running period in constant conditions is critical for tracking the clock's motion, under real-life conditions rhythms are entrained to external time, so that internal clock time can be defined as the phase angle of a rhythm relative to an external phase reference ( [25] ; henceforth referred to as 'phase'; e.g. phase of activity onset relative to sunrise, measured in minutes or in degrees). Clearly, there are countless rhythms within an organism at any time (e.g. activity, body temperature, metabolite levels or gene expression [22] ) which could be used to derive 'phase' for characterizing internal clock time (see discussion in §4). For simplicity, phase is usually assessed from a rhythm that is relatively easy to measure repeatedly in an individual and thought to capture multiple traits, in particular locomotor activity [39] and body temperature. Importantly, it is the phase of the clock (i.e. internal clock time) that determines the state of an individual and its responses to the environment. Phase is thus critical for understanding the adaptive function of organismal rhythms. Free-running period length and phase of entrainment are systematically related to each other (see §4), such that faster clocks (shorter period length) tend to lead to earlier phase (more positive phase angles) [14] . Under free-running conditions, chronobiologists observed an often striking individual consistency in the timing of an organism's biological rhythms [14] . Recordings of individual differences in free-running period lengths paved the way to identifying the inheritance of the properties of the clock, especially the role of particular genes for features of circadian rhythms (e.g. different free-running period lengths). Based on this, a principal cellular clock mechanism was identified, by which a set of intracellular 'clock' genes functions within autoregulatory feedback loops, with proteins rhythmically suppressing the transcription of their own mRNAs [14] . Establishing links between genotype and phenotype, and identifying an underlying cellular clock mechanism, has been a paradigmatic contribution of chronobiology to science (the 'first revolution' in chronobiology [40, 41] ).
Subsequent research has discovered many further genes involved in clock regulation and entrainment, but has also continuously added layers of complexity. We now know that several interacting cellular feedback loops contribute to timing, and that many additional molecular mechanisms partake. The emerging view posits an intricate multi-level system regulated by processes involving epigenetics, transcription-translation feedback loops and post-transcriptional and post-translational modifications within cells, cellular interactions among oscillators and non-oscillator cells [25] , and cross-talks between tissues in different parts of the body [42] [43] [44] . In the case of circadian organization, we know now that a multiplicity of clocks oscillate throughout body organs and tissues, expressing defined but permutable phase relationships to each other and to the environmental day-night cycle (figure 2; [31]).
Importantly, therefore, an organism can be thought of as consisting of many clocks (millions in complex multi-cellular organisms; [45] ) that are co-ordinated within the body in various ways (the 'second revolution' in chronobiology; [40] ). This complex system is thought to adaptively orchestrate the daily temporal organization of organismal physiology and behaviour. More recently, the field of chronobiology has refocused its interest on entrained clocks in the laboratory and particularly in the real world (the 'third revolution' in chronobiology; [40] ). This research has uncovered often substantial differences between individuals. It also found far greater plasticity of circadian clocks than expected from controlled laboratory settings, and has highlighted the responsiveness to a host of environmental factors [31, 46] . Nonetheless, similarly as for free-running period length, individuals often showed high consistency in their temporal alignment (i.e. phase), captured by the term chronotype [25] . In today's chronobiology, chronotype is under intense study using the molecular tools mentioned above, as well as largescale epidemiological methods. As we will summarize below, the emerging interests in plasticity and chronotype are paralleled in ecology.
The focus of this description so far has been on circadian rhythms, but biological rhythms on other time-scales are also discussed in this issue [6, 16, 30, 47] . Knowledge of clock mechanisms are most elaborated for circadian rhythms, but similar principles appear to apply for other 'circa-rhythms' (circannual, circatidal and circalunar clocks) [4, 5, 48] . These rhythms interact with each other to various extents. Interactions with circadian clocks are partly understood for annual cycles of mammals, but debated in other taxa, for example, insects [30] . The mammalian 'clock' can serve to measure changing photoperiod (i.e. the daylight fraction of the 24 h day), as a seasonal 'calendar'. However, at least in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus, the site of the preeminent photo-entrainable circadian pacemaker of mammals, the mechanisms for encoding day/night and day length appear to be distinct. While the former employs the autoregulatory transcription-translation feedback loop, for the latter, intercellular coupling within the SCN neuronal network is reconfigured [49] (figure 2). Our understanding of interactions of circadian rhythms with rhythms on other time-scales is still in its infancy, but recent years have seen substantial progress [50] [51] [52] . In addition to circa-rhythms, which approximate geophysical time-scales, biological processes are organized by further internal rhythms with no counterparts in the environment [26] . These range from ultradian time-scales, exemplified above for voles, to multi-year rhythms, for example, in cicada [53] . Although conceptually distinct, these rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 rhythms can interact with circa-rhythms in ways that are poorly understood [54] .
(b) Ecology
Getting the timing right provides legions of interesting adaptive problems that organisms have to solve [26] . Animals live in a world where the abundance of resources and the incidence of threats fluctuate on daily, seasonal and potentially further temporal scales. In addressing these problems, the field of ecology has focused on the timing of individuals relative to the external environment, and on its consequences at intraspecific and interspecific levels [32, 55] . The importance of cyclic repeatable variability in ecological conditions has been realized for a long time, and has been highlighted by phenology studies that reported species-specific patterns, which sometimes were stunningly precise between years [29] . On a daily time-scale, naturalists, including Linné, have described similarly speciesspecific, and often precise, temporal patterns, for example, in the timing of opening and closing of flowers [17] . Explicit consideration of rhythms in ecology was fuelled by developments of nascent chronobiology, in particular, by ecologyminded chronobiologists like Pat DeCoursey, Eberhard Gwinner and Serge Daan [4, 14, 26] . Aspects of timing have been integrated into a number of key concepts, of which two, the concepts of phenotypic plasticity and repeatable phenotypes (i.e. chronotypes), will be highlighted below in §4.
Another integrated ecological concept, termed the 'temporal niche', refers to temporal segregation of resource use among potentially competing species or individuals sharing the same habitat [56] . The temporal niche concept has been commonly applied to seasonal and annual cycles in which it can explain the differentiation of flowering and fruiting time among sympatric plant species sharing similar pollinators or seed dispersers [57] . However, temporal niches are also found at finer time-scales such as daily cycles. For example, in this issue, Bloch et al. [17] review the interactions between the clocks of bees and flowers and show that both plants and pollinators can reduce competition by segregating the local times of flowering or foraging activity, respectively. Temporal resource segregation can play an important role in increasing the diversity of communities by allowing for the coexistence of species that otherwise would be in strong competition with one another. Likewise, even within species, individuals or subsets of the population, for example, the sexes, can occupy different temporal niches (e.g. [58] ).
Finally, a further key concept, life-history theory, aims to explain the diversity of patterns and timing of an organism's life cycle in evolutionary terms. It assumes that because time and resources are restricted, the expression and timing of various activities cannot all be optimized independently and are instead traded off against each other to maximize fitness [59, 60] (see also [47] ). Timing, like other traits, has fitness consequences that are captured in fitness curves. Theoretical ecologists have generalized life-history theory approaches to identify optimal timing for activities, including complete annual and daily routines [61] . In such models, time is traded off against other assets, such as energy balance and predator avoidance [26, 62, 63] . For example, for many avian species fitness curves for reproductive timing decline over the season, implying that early breeders have a higher relative fitness than late breeders. Subsequent research aimed to identify whether fitness declined because of factors associated with date, or whether late breeders were low quality birds which had intrinsically low fitness (the date versus quality hypothesis [64] ). To distinguish between these hypotheses, animals need to be experimentally manipulated to shift their timing so that fitness consequences can be measured, which can be challenging in the wild.
Applying these concepts, the ecological literature has abundantly classified and analysed timing in a functional context, with major focus on diel and annual rhythms (e.g. [27, [65] [66] [67] [68] ). Comparative studies have discussed transitions between nocturnality and diurnality, and have suggested that mammals have undergone a 'nocturnal bottleneck' during evolution to escape predation [69, 70] . Macro-ecologists have recently identified large-scale patterns in daily timing of mammals across the globe [68, 71] . The proportion of nocturnal species is highest in arid regions and lowest at extremely high latitudes, while crepuscularity (activity during dawn and dusk) is correlated with longer twilight durations. Cathemerality (activity that is spread across day and night) is also more common in cold habitats and under long hours of daylight and twilight in the northern Holarctic region [68, 72] . Cathemeral activity, organized in ultradian rhythmicity, is widespread in herbivore mammals, from small voles to horses [71, 73] . Furthermore, animals from various taxa can show rhythmic behaviour that does not align with the 24 h day [26] . For example, a recent, large-scale comparison among waders (order Charadriiformes) showed highly variable rhythms of incubation shifts, with period lengths between subsequent parental nest attendance ranging from 6 to 43 h. As in mammals, the prevalence of 24 h rhythms declined with increasing latitude [74, 75] .
The broad-scale patterns of variation are generally consolidated by detailed studies of populations or individuals. These studies underlined both considerable evolutionary lability of chronobiological traits [76] but also rigid cycles where benefits of rhythmicity are not evident. For example, on the one hand, nearly continuous or ultradian activity has been shown in increasing numbers of species [72] . On the other hand, an increasing number of species is reported to maintain rhythms in seemingly largely arrhythmic environments, for example, caves [77] , the deep sea [78] or continuous polar light or darkness [75, 79, 80] . For some species, such apparent contradictions arise from individual plasticity (see §4). For example, honeybees are known for their highly precise clocks during the forager stage, but at other stages they may show prolonged intervals of activity with no circadian rhythms [72] . In the absence of circadian behaviour, some pacemakers nevertheless continue to tick in the brains of the bees, even under the tightly regulated physical environment of the hive. This observation underlines a high degree of plasticity in the circadian system [81] [82] [83] .
So far, functional explanations of the often striking rhythmic patterns of animals remain mostly speculative, opening intriguing research questions for ecologists and chronobiologists alike [32] . In some cases, environmental drivers of interspecific diversity of patterns have been identified (reviewed by [56, 84] ). Food availability can diversify rhythms when limited resources replenish within the timeframe in which different species partition their access to them (e.g. tidally shifting grain availability in sand dunes [62] ), or when different resources are available at different times (daily shifts in arthropod availability [85, 86] ). In desert habitats, in turn, heat dissipation probably plays a role in the 'siesta' which rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 interrupts activity patterns in many species (e.g. rodents, lions, oryx [87, 88] ). Energetic constraints also have direct consequences for the daily timing of activity [31] and for reproductive timing and output [47, 89] . These and other natural selection pressures, for example, predation, are detailed in §4. A poorly studied form of possible selection on timing, sexual selection, is discussed in the contribution by [55] . Some studies indicate direct reproductive benefits of specific behavioural timings. For example, recent research on an Arctic wader species reported that males that courted mates most persistently around the clock had the highest reproductive success [90] .
Thanks to breathtaking developments in animal-tracking technologies, ecological studies of timing are surging, in particular, for birds and mammals [74] . Tracking of individuals can detail the timing of specific behaviours (e.g. nocturnal roosting of swifts exclusively during the breeding season [91] ) and physiology (e.g. sleep [92] ). Extensions include tracking of individuals across the lifespan or in the context of conspecific interactions. One group whose timing has been studied in particular detail are migratory birds, which exploit annual resource peaks across the globe [16] . Very much in parallel to findings in chronobiology, ecological studies on these and other groups have demonstrated various degrees of plasticity in timing, for example, in response to weather or between seasons. Ecological studies of migratory birds also echo the findings on chronotypes described above for chronobiology (figure 3). Studies of repeated journeys of individuals in some species have revealed between-individual variation in combination with high individual consistency [16, [93] [94] [95] [96] . Similar findings have been reported for daily behaviours of animals, where chronotype has become an increasingly popular measure [55, [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] .
Converging key concepts of both fields: plasticity and chronotype (a) Plasticity
From a perspective of chronobiology, the circadian system of animals provides a fascinating example of a system that, paradoxically, shows both rigidity and plasticity. Historically, there has been great interest in the rigidity of the system. Animals indeed can keep a precise circadian period over many weeks and even months. The consistency and rigidity of the system is important to precisely organize animal behaviour and physiology, and is critical for measuring day length (photoperiod) that underlies many annual and circannual rhythms. As indicated above, recent years have seen also a spate of studies that highlight substantial plasticity, as evident for example from discrepancies between rhythms in the laboratory and in the field Figure 3 . Chronotype as subject to selection. Most individuals will show some day-to-day variation in timing of physiology or behaviour, but often the relative timing compared with others in the population is quite consistent. Consistent differences in timing map to different chronotypes (red: early chronotype; blue: late chronotype). Because many environmental opportunities as well as risks to an animal (green arrows) depend on time, different chronotypes will have different fitness under different environmental conditions. When selection is directional this will lead to modification of the mechanisms that determine chronotype (blue arrows), and over time, to shifts in the distribution of chronotypes in the population (i.e. microevolution of chronotype).
How all the ecologically relevant information summarized in figure 1 is integrated to plastically adjust an organism's rhythms to its environment is unknown, but studies in ecological context force the old clock imagery to be reframed as a malleable temporal programme [10, 11] . The transforming of abiotic and biotic time to behavioural and physiological timing (figure 1) may involve multiple clocks and their variable coupling functions (figure 2). Chronobiology describes various types of plasticity, which we exemplify for circadian rhythms in table 1. To some authors, a biological rhythm in a behaviour or physiological process in itself is seen as 'plasticity' ('endogenous' plasticity [102] ; table 1a). For example, an animal regulates its body temperature rhythmically across the 24 h day, adjusting its set point in response to internal cues that are provided by its biological clock. Because most processes in the body are under regulation of the clock, an organism's plastic response to the external environment also fluctuates (table 1b; [102] ). Thereby, an organism may respond to one and the same environmental challenge or opportunity in completely different ways at different times of day. An example is the immune system, whose arms exert action that depends on internal clock time [103] . Table 1b shows daily fluctuations in the inflammatory response of animals to experimental infection, which in laboratory mice were decisive for their survival prospects. Other examples are responses to olfactory cues. Thus, the male moth antenna responds differentially to a similar dose of female sex attractants delivered at different times of day [104] , and tadpoles respond differently when exposed during the day or night to the same concentration of chemical cues of their predator [105] .
The most widespread notion of plasticity of biological clocks is seen in their own entrainment to potent environmental cues (zeitgebers) (table 1c). The response of biological clocks to zeitgebers is an interactive process because the type of response depends on internal clock time. For example, in a diurnal animal, exposure to light just before its early-morning phase will advance its activity rhythm, whereas exposure to identical light after its late evening phase will delay the rhythm. The variation in the clock's response to the zeitgeber is captured in 'phase-response curves', which are similar in shape for diurnally-and nocturnally active animals. By systematically applying light pulses at different phases of an organism's free-running rhythm, researchers have established the clock's rhythm in photic entrainment (table 1c; after [14] ). This feature can mostly account for synchronization of the clock's oscillation to the environmental day -night cycle through resetting the speed and/or phase of the clock. Differences between individuals in free-running period affect the ways the clock is reset to match the 24 h day: the speed of the clock is increased and its phase advanced if an animal's free-running period is longer than 24 h; conversely, its speed is decreased and the phase delayed if an animal's free-running period is shorter than 24 h. These forms of plasticity are generally reversible but in some cases entrainment to a given zeitgeber can lead to lasting effects (called aftereffects), even when the zeitgeber is again modified. For example, mice that experienced long or short days subsequently showed longer or shorter circadian periods, respectively, in locomotor activity when monitored under constant conditions. The most persistent plasticity are early-life effects of light exposure, which appear to be irreversible (photoperiodic imprinting [106] 
of zeitgebers that entrain animal clocks in a more complex and natural context, but also show that non-photic time givers may override photic entrainment [107] [108] [109] .
Distinct from plasticity through changes in internal clock time, the expression of behavioural and physiological rhythms can also be directly modified by abiotic and biotic factors (masking; table 1d; see [25, 31, 33] ). For example, studies of the circadian body temperature rhythm in humans revealed that masking factors such as light at night, activity levels, postural changes, meal times and sleep, may account for roughly half of the rhythm's amplitude. In table 1d, we show an example from human recordings of activity and sleep (see also [92] ). Many humans live out their natural chronotype during the weekend, but on work days, timing is masked by a (cultural) time table. In our example, a late chronotype accommodated an early-starting job during the work week, but on the weekend immediately reverted to late onset and end of activity (table 1d) . As a consequence of cultural time tables, many humans incur a sleep deficit over the work week termed 'social jet lag' [24] . Classical examples of masking have focused on responses of animals to light. For example, a nocturnal animal may repress its nocturnal activity under artificial light at night or under full moon light [110] without changing its internal clock time [111, 112] . Thus, light has dual effects: entrainment and masking; and overt (i.e. measurable) rhythms, such as locomotor activity, are the sum of both.
Binary distinction between plasticity through the clock (entrainment) versus plasticity outside the clock (masking) falls short of capturing the ability of animals to adjust their rhythms to the environment. Under natural conditions, animals are predominantly entrained to the 24 h day, but may nonetheless modify their circadian system and suites of traits under its regulation (table 1e ). An example is the rapid shift of bumblebees and honeybees between precisely timed diurnal activity and activity around the clock, depending on whether they forage or nurse a brood. This plasticity is regulated by contact with the brood (reviewed in [72, 113] ). Gene expression studies have shown that shifts to brood care are associated with attenuation in the cyclic expression of whole brain mRNA levels of clock genes such as Period, Cryptochrome-m, Cycle and Clockwork Orange, but not in the abundance of PERIOD protein in pacemaker neurons, suggesting complex socially modulated reorganization of the circadian system of social bees [81, 83, 114] . Shifts also occur seasonally, for example, to nocturnality of diurnal birds during the migration season, which can be triggered endogenously by circannual rhythms. They are characterized by distinct changes in the circadian system, for example, in free-running period length [16, 72, 115] .
Plasticity of the circadian system can be profoundly complex because it may involve the response to multiple external and internal factors (figures 1 and 2). For example, circadian rhythms are commonly influenced by photoperiod and temperature and therefore naturally change with season [116] . Many species are largely diurnal when it is cold (e.g. winter), but show more crepuscular or nocturnal activity when it is warm. For Drosophila, which is the best-studied species showing this pattern, some of the underlying molecular mechanisms have been elucidated (e.g. [117, 118] ; reviewed in [119] ). In mammals, one driver of seasonal switches rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 between diurnal winter activity and nocturnal summer activity are changes in energy balance [120, 121] . This switch, and the associated circadian thermo-energetic hypothesis, are explained in greater detail in [31] . Activity at daytime can offer ways, even for a nocturnal mouse, to evade lower night temperatures or lower food availability in its burrow, although this advantage could be counter-balanced by increased predation risk [85] . More generally, interactions with other species (e.g. food or predators [27, 32] ) and with conspecifics [122, 123] can be powerful modulators of biological rhythms, as explained above for social insects (table 1e) . In addition to a more general plasticity in circadian rhythms that is associated with maternal behaviour or physiology [124] , social effects have been observed in many other contexts. For example, Drosophila flies that are placed with conspecifics change their locomotor activity rhythms compared with the pattern they show in solitude, and these changes depend on whether flies are grouped with a male or a female partner [125] .
The examples above show that understanding plasticity is at the intersection of the fields of chronobiology and ecology. From a chronobiological perspective, the circadian system displays many layers of plasticity, enabling it to adjust the temporal organization of organisms to an ever changing environment. Such plasticity is enhanced by its mechanistic complexity, whose many parts and multiple oscillators offer numerous ways of adjusting internal clock time, and thereby making the system less rigid. Therefore, complexity could be the key to addressing the apparent paradox of 'How can a biological system be rigid and conserved, but at the same time plastic'? Resolving this paradox requires us to understand how the system works-what are the gears, how do they work together and how do they respond to ecologically relevant factors, such that the timing system as a whole generates plasticity.
For the field of ecology, whose central theme is the interaction of species with their environment, investigating plasticity is a fundamental and well conceptualized approach [76] . Key interests in plasticity concern the environmental factors that animals respond to, the form of their responses, and the implications of such responses for fitness. Rhythms in behaviour and physiology display plasticity in several forms, of which some, but not all, can be translated into the conceptual framework of ecology (table 1). As described above, many species show behavioural and physiological rhythms even under constant conditions (table 1a) . These rhythms do not fit the conceptual framework of responses to the environment and are not directly translatable to ecological concepts of phenotypic plasticity (they may be conceptualized as 'endogenous' plasticity; table 1a; [102] ). In this context, ecologists can greatly benefit from chronobiological insights, especially if rhythms affect an organism's response to its environment. An example is the time-dependent response to pathogens or to olfactory cues outlined above (table 1b) .
By contrast, ecological concepts do take hold when the timing can be explicitly related to changes in environmental factors. These include not only highly predictable geophysical cycles like photoperiod, but also a host of further rhythms in the abiotic and biotic environment which to different degrees differ from day to day, or from year to year (figure 1). The timing of sunrise and sunset depends on geophysical processes, but is further modified by environmental conditions, for example, between-day differences in cloud cover, which may affect the time when an animal becomes active. Likewise, timing of snow melt differs between years, and in turn modifies the annual onset of the growing season. Because the match of behavioural and physiological rhythms with abiotic and biotic time is important for fitness, animals may modify their rhythms from day to day, or year to year: species that breed in High Arctic areas need to adjust the seasonal timing of migration and breeding to the between-year variation in snow melt to avoid increased mortality risks or failed reproduction (e.g. [126] ).
Individuals are thus predicted to show plasticity in their response to the timing of environmental variables that impact their fitness, the so-called selective agents (also sometimes called ultimate factors [65] ). Ecologists term the environmental variable that affects the phenotype a cue (also sometimes called a proximate factor [65] ), and the phenotype is said to be phenotypically plastic [127] . Ecologists then plot the phenotype against the cue-usually using a linear regression rather than a higher order relationship-to derive what is termed a reaction norm [25] . The reaction norm (if linear) has two characteristics: the slope, which is the sensitivity of the phenotype to the cue, and the elevation, which is the value of the phenotype in the mean environment (table 1b-e). It is important to realize that the environmental variable the animals respond to (the cue) and the environmental variable that affects their fitness (the selective agent) do not need to be the same. In fact, very often they are different as the phenotype is shaped at a different time than when the phenotype is under selection [29] : in the case of the Arctic-breeding birds the selective agent is the date of snow melt [128] , but the cues used to shape their phenotype, their arrival date, are likely to be different. The cue can be a geophysical predictor, such as increasing day length in the winter quarters or at a stop-over site, or another abiotic (e.g. temperature at the staging areas) or biotic factor (e.g. observation of other migratory individuals; figure 1) .
Effects of these cues can depend on the phase of an animal's annual cycle (cf. table 1c): for example, in autumn, migration of North-temperate migrants is cued by shortening days, whereas in spring it is cued by lengthening days [10, 129] . The cues often interact, so that, for example, the responsiveness to temperature may increase with increasing day length [130, 131] . It is, however, essential that these cues are predictive for the selective agents, thus the temperature at the staging area has to be correlated with the date of snow melt in the breeding area [132] . In this case, the predictiveness hinges on spatial autocorrelation between environmental variables, but in case of resident species, for instance, it hinges on temporal autocorrelation: rainfall may predict the timing of the abundance of grass seeds, and hence Zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) may use rainfall as a cue for breeding [133] . In some cases, the selective agent is also the cue, such as the presence of cones on coniferous trees, which attract nomadic crossbills (Loxia curvirostra) to settle and breed in a given area [134] . Clearly, because cues need to be predictive for the selective agents, species (or even populations of the same species) will use very different cues or prioritize similar cues differently. These examples of annual timing are paralleled by those of daily timing. For example, cave-dwelling nocturnal mammals may 'light sample' near the entrance of their den, using relative light levels as a cue to time their evening emergence [14] . Light levels then are used as zeitgebers, used by the animals to synchronize their emergence to times without risk from diurnal predators [135] .
Annual changes in day length (photoperiod) and regular daily changes in light intensity (determined by solar angle) rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 are the most common cues for annual and daily timing, but they have a particular role. Because they are dictated by geophysical cycles, there is no between-cycle variation in their temporal patterns. This makes them particularly useful for providing organisms with the correct time coordinates for their specific situation, such as time of birth or local time if they have moved. However, at a given location, such changes obviously cannot be used as a predictor for between-day or between-year environmental variation. Sometimes it is stated that photoperiod opens and closes an annual 'time window' in which other (so-called supplementary or fine-tuning) cues play a role. We suggest that extending this view by ecological concepts enables a more dynamic perspective, where the role of photoperiod is conceptualized in its interaction with other cues. In this conceptualization, the slope of the reaction norm to a cue varies with photoperiod (time of year, time of day; table 1c). It may even be flat in parts of the year, when animals do not respond to certain cues [29, 129] .
From an ecological perspective, it matters to which extent timing can be additionally modified, for example, by masking (table 1d; e.g. conspecific cues overriding clock regulation), or by additional, built-in response mechanisms (table 1e; e.g. energy-dependent modification of reproductive timing; [47] ). Species that rely exclusively on photoperiod and have no additional plasticity are at particular risk to suffer from consequences of day-or year-specific variation. For example, in roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), the reproductive phenotype is shaped during the preceding autumn rut, but selection occurs during the following spring when the mother lactates, which should be the time when there is plenty of young grass. If the timing of the upcoming spring is not accurately predicted by autumnal photoperiod, this species can suffer severe losses of fitness [136, 137] .
Thus, in the context of phenotypic plasticity, the integration of chronobiological concepts into ecology is well on its way. The move from viewing biological timekeeping as merely a constraint for optimal timing, towards integrating photoperiod and biological clocks as adaptive programmes, is an exciting new direction. Yet because ecologists are only partly familiar with chronobiological concepts, they rarely pose more refined questions. For example, whether photoperiod directly, or in interaction with a circannual clock, alters the sensitivity to cues is important for predicting the response of avian migrants to novel light conditions when they change their winter ranges [129] . Ecologists can also not distinguish between situations when an animal performs an activity against its clock (table 1d) , as a consequence of masking, from those when an animal shifts its clock (resulting from entrainment; table 1c), although this difference can greatly affect an animal's state and fitness (table 1b) .
Ecologists can greatly advance chronobiological theory by their interest in what causes individual variation in the timing reaction norm to environmental cues. The variation in elevation can be seen as variation in chronotype, independent of plasticity. But also the slope can be seen as a trait: some individuals are more 'sensitive' to a range of cues (figure 1) than others, and thus, differ in plasticity. For chronobiologists, this view fits well with conceptualizing clocks as programmes, inspiring re-evaluation of clock plasticity beyond entrainment. If selection is seen to also act on plasticity, masking (table 1d) and various forms of clock plasticity (table 1e; [72] ) are potentially adaptive features, rather than undesirable noise. For example, when an animal experiences predation risk, it is adaptive to escape even at times when the biological clock promotes sleep time. Variation in both the slope and the elevation of the reaction norm can be due to many mechanisms that affect rhythm generation or responses to the environment (summarized in figure 2) . The multi-level complexity of the circadian system provides many opportunities for evolution to shape reaction norms, such that a population may get less or more sensitive to a cue [138] .
(b) Chronotype
Complementary to plasticity, the fields of chronobiology and ecology have observed high consistency in the individual timing of diverse organisms, spanning many animal taxa, herbaceous mountain plants and tropical rainforest trees [93, 100, 101, [139] [140] [141] [142] . To designate consistent phenotypes, both fields use the term chronotype [25] as an attribute of an individual [99] . Chronotypes are classified as 'early' or 'late' by relating a defined phase point of a measured biological rhythm (e.g. sleep onset, peak of locomotory activity, lowest body temperature) to an external phase reference point, for example, midnight or sunrise [13] . Chronotype can refer to rhythms of diverse processes, such as locomotion, body temperature, hormone or metabolite levels, gene expression, cognitive function, eating or sleeping (figure 3; [22] ). Individuals are considered 'early' or 'late' not in absolute terms, but relative to conspecifics measured under similar conditions. For example, if several individuals are measured repeatedly under various environmental conditions (such as weather), they may continue to show consistent chronotypes (i.e. remaining relatively early or late members of the population). In practice, environmental effects can often be accounted for, for example, by identifying work days for the exemplary human chronotype discussed above (table 1d; [13] ), or by accounting for year of study when analysing reproductive phenology [143] or avian activity and sleep timing [101, 142] . Moreover, whenever possible, chronotype should reflect an individual's characteristic phase, rather than singular timing events. Establishing consistency requires repeated measurements, and underlying mechanisms and evolutionary implications can only be inferred if the behaviour is reasonably stable. Beyond these shared features, chronobiology and ecology address the concept of chronotype from different backgrounds.
From a chronobiology perspective, applying the concept of chronotype is challenging: any process could theoretically be used to define an individual's chronotype because most biological processes are controlled by biological clocks. Originally, the term chronotype had covered this broad range of processes. It was described by Charles Ehret [144] as the 'temporal phenotype' of an organism, a 24-h map of the phases of the peaks of various rhythms. Obviously, some of these rhythms are independent of one another, while others are not. Translating such a 24-h map into an individual's phase of entrainment requires careful deliberation, both in the marker rhythm(s) chosen and in the phase reference point (e.g. rhythm onset, offset, or a measure of midpoint [39] ). Over the last decades, chronotype has held a prominent position in research on humans. It has been widely popularized by online questionnaires that collect data from the public [13] . For example, the Munich questionnaire by pioneering researcher Till Roenneberg on timing of mid-sleep during weekends and work days at present has nearly 300 000 entries (T. Roenneberg, personal communication 2017), so that the distribution of chronotypes rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 can be well characterized. Extreme human chronotypes are commonly referred to as 'larks'-morning people (those who wake up early and are most alert in the first part of the day) and 'owls'-evening people (those who are most alert in the late evening hours and prefer to go to bed late) [145, 146] . This descriptor of chronotype, used in epidemiological and association studies, has revealed a wealth of chronobiological information, including evidence for its partly genetic determination and its links to circadian mechanisms [147, 148] . Studies of animal behaviour have adopted this approach and have likewise identified associations between clock genes and chronotypes [99, 142] . These studies take account of factors that obscure the links between chronotype and internal clock time. In the case of humans, imposed work schedules are seen as unnatural, and, hence, chronotype is calculated from mid-sleep on weekends [13] . In the case of wild animals, factors such as nocturnal light exposure or time of year are factored into analyses (e.g. [141, 142] ).
From an ecological perspective, the concept of 'chronotype', with its dual focus on individual consistency and inter-individual differences, fits seamlessly with important key concepts (figure 3). As described above, analysis of individual variation is fundamental in ecology, and chronotype can be studied in the framework of reaction norm approaches. Individual consistency of chronotype depends on both the elevation of the reaction norm and the plasticity of its slope. Variation in elevation describes chronotype, but if different individuals (I ) have different sensitivity to the environment (E) then their reaction norms will cross (I Â E interaction). Hence, there is no consistency: individual A has a higher trait value than individual B in environment E 1 while it has a lower trait value in environment E 2 .
For evolutionary analysis, it is important to establish the consistency (measured as repeatability) of phenotypes because it indicates an upper limit to the heritability, and, hence, evolvability of traits [149] . Repeatability quantifies the variation of expression of a trait within an individual relative to variation between individuals (e.g. [150] ). It can be estimated as the proportion of variance within individuals relative to the overall variance measured within a population (ranging from 1 ¼ fully repeatable to 0 ¼ not repeatable; but see [95] for caveats). Traits that show high repeatability, and whose repeatability is to a large extent genetic or epigenetic, are labile to evolutionary changes to the mechanisms that determine their expression. Accordingly, chronotype is labile to selection on its underlying mechanisms to the extent that it fulfils the requirements of inter-individual variation, individual repeatability, and genetic and epigenetic inheritance [151] . If so, shifts can occur in the distribution of chronotypes in the population (i.e. microevolution of chronotype) provided that chronotypes differ in fitness. Such fitness differences could arise from timing-dependent selection pressures identified above, for example via energy requirements, foraging and mating opportunities, or predation risks ( figure 3) . Consequently, ecologists are keen to quantify chronotype and its repeatability for individuals [93, 100, 101, [139] [140] [141] [142] . Under strong directional environmental pressure, entire local populations can modify chronotype, as for example observed in marine midges exposed to different tidal regimes [50] . As explained above, a promising future development of studies of chronotype would also measure individual differences in plasticity (slope of the reaction norm), which depending on conditions can confer selective costs or benefits (e.g. [138, 143] ).
Appealing as the concept of chronotype is, ecologists, too, perceive challenges. As for chronobiologists, the choice of descriptors of chronotype requires their consideration and can depend on the study context [39] . For example, in birds, differences in inter-individual variation and in associated pay-offs suggest that timing of the onset of an activity (e.g. wake-up time) can be more relevant for fitness than the timing of its offset (e.g. return to roost) [55, 152] , and the timing of one activity may be more important than that of others. A recent study of waders found that different aspects of their annual cycle were varying in ways suggestive of process-specific chronotypes, making it difficult to define the most appropriate descriptor [16, 153] . Furthermore, plasticity of chronotype to environmental factors, as described above, can complicate analyses, especially if repeated measurements are not feasible (e.g. timing of reproduction in short-lived species). In these cases, pedigreed data and sophisticated statistical models might help to estimate the inherited component that underlies an individual's temporal behaviour [143] . Overall, however, ecological studies using chronotype have great prospects to increase our understanding of the functional role of biological clocks.
Thus, chronobiology and ecology show exciting convergence in their research interests: chronobiologists are now looking at distributions of chronotypes in the real world, while ecologists have become interested in the mechanisms underlying distinct chronotypes and in the ways selection may have acted on them. To highlight and boost the potential of this convergence, below we summarize main recent advances of chronotype research.
Chronobiological research strives to understand the mechanisms that shape chronotype, viewed as being the consistent, observable, synthetic timing outcome of a biological rhythm in response to 'abiotic' and 'biotic' inputs (i.e. consistent phase, [13, 25] ; figures 1 and 2). Thus, research aims to identify internal clock time and its manifestation through clock entrainment, masking and programmed plasticity. In recent years, there has been an explosion of interest regarding the relationship between chronotype and human health and well-being, in particular with respect to misalignment of societal time with an individual's biological clock [145] . Effects of sleep deprivation and social jet lag on mental and physical disorders are under active investigation [24] .
As explained above, one important contributing component of chronotype is an organism's free-running period length. Free-running periods are distributed around a speciesspecific mean in animals [154] [155] [156] including humans (e.g. [145, 157, 158] . It has been suggested that people with longer free-running circadian periods have later phases of behaviour under normal day-night conditions, and people with shorter periods have earlier phases [145, 159] . A correlation between free-running period and chronotype was also described in intra-and interspecific studies of animals, including birds [141, 160] , insects [161, 162] and mice [163, 164] , although not all studies were confirmatory [156] . Further clock-governed aspects of chronotype arise from an individual's specific responsiveness for example to light (e.g. based on features of the light input pathway and neuronal networks) and from age-related changes.
Studies of chronotypes of free-living and captive wild animals are at the intersection between chronobiology and ecology [97, 98, 141, 165, 166] . In some studies, measures of associated fitness consequences have provided hints to the rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 benefits of a particular chronotype or underlying circadian trait [55] . For example, in passerine great tits (Parus major), free-running period is variable and highly heritable [156] . This variation was associated with extra-pair paternity (EP): EP young found in broods with long period lengths had significantly shorter period lengths than their half siblings. Assuming that period lengths of offspring partly reflect those of their fathers, the study suggested that females chose males with fast clocks (i.e. short period length) for EP matings, in particular if their social mate had a slow clock. Such studies link directly to ecological studies, which for several avian species have demonstrated territorial and reproductive benefits of early activity, including high EP success (reviewed by [55] ). EP matings are thought to be constrained by spatial limitations, but temporal niches, like early-morning hours, may provide opportunities to increase reproductive success for socially monogamous birds such as great tits. Similarly, Dominoni et al. [141] reported particularly early, repeatable chronotypes of an urban population of European Blackbird, coupled with shorter circadian period length than in a forest population. It is possible that this difference reflects adaptations to the blackbirds' respective temporal environments, which, for example, differ in nocturnal light levels.
Chronotype may also affect the utilization of specific resources such as food. For example, bees with an early onset of morning activity can arrive first to early opening flowers and exploit their reward, including non-replenished pollen which can give them an important competitive advantage when pollen resources are limited [17] . Functional correlates of individually consistent chronotypes were also identified in a study of foraging and torpor in desert golden spiny mice (Acomys russatus). Sequence of arrival at a foraging patch was not random; some individuals tended to arrive early, while others tended to arrive late. The study found strong relationships between the sequence of arrival at the patch (used as a measure of chronotype), amount of food foraged and time spent torpid [97, 98] . Individuals that arrived early to the foraging patch gained consistently greater energy returns, and over time, spent much less time torpid than late arriving individuals.
In summary, the convergent interests of ecology and chronobiology indicate rich ground for fruitful interactions. Stimulated by their common wish to determine mechanisms and implications of chronotype, researchers are already taking up methodologies from each other's fields.
Outlook: Wild Clock research across levels of biological organization
Within the field of chronobiology, there is a rapid increase in our understanding of the physiology and molecular biology of the clock, thanks largely to the importance of biological rhythms in biomedical research. Its historical identification of specific gene-phenotype relationships has put chronobiology in a leading position within systems approaches in biology, and these advances still continue. Thus, chronobiology shares the excitement of frontline molecular methods development, but also the challenges of the discovery of ever greater layers of complexity. At the same time, breathtaking developments of animal-tracking technologies are flooding the field of ecology with spatio-temporal data that are yet to be fully explored. These data range from lifelong, large-scale activity patterns to quantify migrations, to high-resolution EEGs to infer daily patterns of sleep. For Wild Clock research, which is positioned at the intersection of these fields, their combined advances open visionary opportunities. Here we give an overview of the perceived potential of this research, while in-depth discussion is provided in the individual contributions to this theme issue.
(a) Organisms and environment: mechanistic perspectives for integrative research
From its mechanistic perspective, chronobiological research investigates the ways organisms integrate different environmental influences (figure 1) and information on internal state (figure 2), which are important concerns for ecologists. Chronobiology has been selective in the aspects of the environments under study, but once chosen, examines their influence on the circadian system across levels of biological organization, from sensory input pathways to the integrated organismic responses, and from molecular processes in cells to physiological processes in tissue and the organism as a whole. Extensive molecular research within chronobiology has identified many regulatory factors that are well positioned to integrate the environmental influences that are important in natural ecological contexts. These involve epigenetic modifications, chromatin landscape, miRNA, transcription factors, and many other proteins and non-coding RNAs [44] . Thus, one promising platform for collaborative research is a molecular ecology approach focusing on the processes that are involved in integrating environmental influences on the clock. This approach requires ecologists to include into their research portfolio molecular analyses, while researchers with a molecular chronobiology background may need to strengthen their basis in ecology and evolution.
The sensory pathways of environmental input to the clock are of main interest to chronobiology, with a focus on light as the main zeitgeber for the central clock. The sensory systems and molecules that sense light and convey this information to the circadian clock are quite well understood in model organisms [3, 14] , but much will be gained by studying species with different life histories (e.g. polar species that experience continuous light, or cavity and subterranean dwelling species that stay mostly in the dark; e.g. [77, 123] ). Recently, chronobiological studies have also made progress in detailed understanding of effects of temperature, studied in the brain clock network of Drosophila [119] . For example, temperature may affect alternative splicing of 'clock genes', and subpopulations of the Dorsal Neurons in the fly's brain circadian network are specifically responsive to temperature cycles. Thus, light and temperature information can be integrated by the molecular machinery in clock cells and at the system level by coupling light and temperature responsive cells.
Food availability, a key theme in ecology, might be an extremely important zeitgeber. Animals show food anticipatory behaviour that is characterized by increased locomotor activity well before the predicted feeding time, and is associated with many physiological and molecular changes in various tissues [167, 168] . Increasing attention to peripheral tissue clocks, for example, in the liver has provided compelling mechanistic evidence for linking clocks to metabolism [169, 170] . In laboratory rodents, timed food availability entrains circadian rhythms in locomotor activity by affecting clocks outside the SCN. However, it is not yet clear how the different clocks and light and food availability inputs are rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 integrated to adjust overall locomotion and feeding behaviour [31] . This line of research opens an exciting venue for eco-chronobiological research.
On a molecular level, links are emerging between biological rhythms and metabolic sensors. Studies of how nutrition and the cell metabolic state influence the molecular clockwork indicate a role for epigenetic mechanisms, which modify DNA and its associated proteins (e.g. histones), and thereby modify when and where gene transcription is initiated. One possible link between the clock and epigenetic processes is that clock proteins such as CLOCK in mammals function as chromatin modifiers [170, 171] . Metabolic states and epigenetic modifications are important not only in peripheral clocks, such as the liver, but also for the regulation of the central brain clock. Therefore, epigenetic processes can potentially integrate the influence of light and other internal and external time components (figure 1). For example, recent research has highlighted the importance of epigenetic modifications in SCN cells [171] . DNA methylation was implicated in regulating the relatively long term 'after-effect' of day length on the free-running period of mice via methylation-dependent changes in the expression of genes, including clock genes, in the SCN [172] , with possible implications for seasonal modifications of clock responses. DNA methylation is also involved in photoperiodism in both mammals and insects [173, 174] . The compelling evidence that the clock machinery is regulated by epigenetic mechanisms, which in turn may be coupled to ecologically relevant environmental factors, offers exciting opportunities for Wild Clock research.
Another approach by which chronobiology and ecology have been integrated is the growing trend to incorporate experimental conditions that are ecologically meaningful in chronobiological research. For example, metabolic challenge by cold and hunger induces diurnality in laboratory mice that are typically nocturnal [121] , and nocturnality in migratory birds that are typically diurnal [175] . There is also evidence suggesting that the quality of food available at a certain time of day can entrain the clock [176, 177] . These observations, and evidence that drug abuse affects circadian rhythms, suggest that reward pathways entrain the circadian clock [171, 178] . The idea of links between the reward pathway and the circadian clock is promising from an ecological perspective because it may provide mechanisms by which other rewarding interactions, such as maternal care and mating, might entrain the clock. Conversely, effects of dangerous or stressful events on the clock may be equally important for wild organisms. Laboratory studies have indeed established that stressors and diseases affect circadian rhythms in animals (e.g. [179] [180] [181] ), including effects of predator odor and social defeat [182, 183] . For humans, it has been suggested that circadian disruption imposed by the chronic stress of modern societies underlies the increase in pathologies such as anxiety, depression, sleep disorders, metabolic diseases and various forms of cancer [24, 171, 184] . Similar effects could be present in animals exposed to human stressors. Detailed, mechanistic insights may reveal how the circadian system could be kept from showing the disorders currently seen in human societies.
However, a mechanistic understanding of how biological rhythms are influenced by the environment will face many additional hurdles. For example, the various clocks in different tissues may respond differentially to the same environmental change [31, 185] . Furthermore, effects of the environment on biological rhythms typically depend on time of year, due to both differences in seasonal activities (e.g., breeding) and to annual changes in physiology [4, 23] . Thus, to fully understand effects of environmental changes may require characterizing molecular responses in several relevant clocks, along with insights on how the various clocks are integrated to create an adaptive organismal response.
(b) Clocks in a changing world: ecological research highlights a need for integrative research
There is a pressing need for comprehensive insights of the interplay between environment and clocks because our world is rapidly changing. Two of the main changes, global climate change and urbanization, directly affect timing, and their effects are exacerbated by further anthropogenic changes, in particular agricultural intensification, that can disrupt environmental rhythms [186] . Circadian timing is affected by a key component of urbanization: artificial light at night. While evidence is now consolidating that light at night has major implications for humans, such as disrupted sleep and increasing metabolic syndrome [24] , studies of wild species have heralded problems as early as during the 1930s [187] . Initial concerns for wild species had focused on altered reproductive rhythms as a consequence of photoperiodic effects of artificial light at night, and these concerns are now robustly supported across taxa, for example, in birds, mammals, fish and plants [188] [189] [190] [191] . Recent ecological examples include modified sleep and circadian rhythms in light-exposed, wild birds [141, 192] and light-dose-dependent temporal activity patterns in captive birds [193] . These behavioural changes are astonishing because the wild animals exposed to light at night still get a clear signal from the natural photoperiod to which they can entrain, as there is a 3-4 order of magnitude difference between artificial light levels at night (typically 1-10 lx) and day time (10 000-100 000 lx). The consequences of shifted activity patterns for wild animals are still not clear. Animals' sleep may be affected, and there may be physiological costs of living under artificial light conditions which may be due to circadian disruption [189, 192, 194] . Indication for this comes, for example, from modified secretion of the circadian hormone melatonin in animals exposed to low-level artificial light at night [191, 195] . A potential measure that can be taken to reduce the impact of light at night, other than simply reducing the amount of light, is to modify the spectrum of the light. For example, blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) exposed to green light at night shifted their activity patterns less than those exposed to white light [194] . Lunar cycles are also affected by artificial light at night. Moonlight confers information that is being used by diverse species as a cue and possibly a zeitgeber, influencing activity patterns and timing of reproduction, but effects of light at night on lunar cycles, so far, are poorly understood [46] .
On an annual time-scale, climate change has clearly disruptive effects on seasonal biology [23] . Many species have shifted their phenology in the past decades. Parmesan [196] estimated for a set of 203 Northern Hemisphere species across taxa that the shift in spring phenology was 2.8 days per decade. Because little is known about the circannual clock under natural conditions, we have no idea whether these shifts involved internal clock time. The shift in phenology can largely be attributed to the increased temperature as in all taxonomic groups there is clear evidence that the phenology of a majority of species is correlated with some metric of temperature [197] .
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There is, however, substantial taxonomic variation in this rate: phenology in amphibians shifted twice as fast as that of trees, birds and butterflies, and almost eight times as fast as in herbs, grasses and shrubs. When grouped into primary producers, primary consumers and secondary consumers, the former two shifted their phenology much faster than the latter (especially in terrestrial environments [197] ). This may lead to phenological mismatches between predators and their prey, and herbivores and their plants, with consequences for natural selection on circannual rhythms [198] and population viability [67, 199] . Such disruptions of seasonal biology, on an ecosystem level, can have detrimental effects for individual species, but also for human health, animal health and ecosystem services [23] . As an example of species-specific effects, migratory species that utilize seasonal resources at sequential sites over the course of the year now have to cope with strongly diverging changes in phenology at the various sites. They will have to adjust multiple components of their annual cycles, putting multiple selection pressures on the integrated chronotypes [153] . On the level of species interactions, a potential powder barrel are changes in host-parasite relationships, if for example parasites and vectors can extend their annual temporal niches and expand into regions that no longer show prohibitive seasonal changes [23, 103] .
Various other anthropogenic changes are also likely to affect biological timekeeping, either on their own or by reinforcing effects of climate change and light pollution. For example, agricultural intensification is affecting the abundance of the plants, insects and birds of what were formerly speciose agricultural landscapes (e.g. [200] [201] [202] ). This loss of biodiversity, intense changes in soil and water management, and surges in the application of agrochemicals and manipulated crops, may well have affected the daily and seasonal timing of key parts of the food chains. For example, highly synchronous seasonal flowering pulses of crops could affect the phenology of pollinators, and an increasing number of widely used agrochemicals that target the nervous systems of insects could possibly affect their clock systems [203, 204] . Changes to timekeeping of plants and animals of agricultural landscapes have gone largely undescribed, with arguably the best information being available for birds (e.g. [186] ).
Finding solutions to such major challenges will be facilitated by a fundamental understanding of the mechanistic and ecological processes that determine the responses of wild organisms to a changing world. Wild Clock research can make a paradigmatic contribution.
(c) Prospects of a Wild Clock approach
Despite the ubiquity of biological clocks, chronobiologists today have a poor understanding of the functions and evolution of internal timekeeping, and ecologists largely treat timekeeping as a black box, foregoing opportunities to understand and predict the behaviour of free-living organisms. Hence, combining concepts and field methods from ecology with concepts and laboratory-derived insights from chronobiology, might alter long-held assumptions in both fields.
For chronobiologists, the scope for a Wild Clock approach has been highlighted by evidence that clock regulation in real-world contexts tends to be more complex, and may differ, from expectations based on laboratory studies [109, 121, 205] . Hence, an important import from ecology is an appreciation of the complexity of the environmental signals that affect biological clocks. Research in chronobiology has focused on circadian rhythms assuming a central circadian pacemaker that is entrained by environmental zeitgebers and affects downstream processes in physiology and behaviour by means of output pathways. In practice, however, most of the research has focused on light-dark cycles as the input and on locomotor activity as an output. A wave of new discoveries points to the limitation of this approach. As described above, it is now clear that the 'core' or 'central' pacemaker is actually composed of heterogeneous groups of networked cells that interact in complex ways to organize time. Cells in this central clock network and in many other tissues respond differentially to zeitgebers, which in turn are not limited to light [42, 108, 206] (figure 2). In order to understand basic questions in chronobiology, such as why there are so many oscillators and how they interact to organize the organism's internal clock time, chronobiologists need to know the many environmental cues that are important to their model organism and the ways they influence the circadian system ( figure 1) .
A deeper understanding of their organisms' ecology gives chronobiologists also access to an adaptive framework that can facilitate the generation of new hypotheses and predictions for their functional relevance and evolutionary change, for example, by integrating reaction norm approaches with chronobiological views of dynamic timing programmes. The increasing appreciation of ecology by chronobiologists stems from acknowledging the complexity of the circadian system, but also from realizing that richer ecological contexts produce unexpected results. For these and other advances, chronobiologists who study Wild Clocks can benefit from the surge of data that are collected by powerful animal-tracking technology, and from technical developments that allow more integrative ways to capture chronotype, for example, by remote collection of data on body temperature [74, 207, 208] .
For ecologists, engaging with a Wild Clock approach means opening the black box, rather than limiting their interest to environmental inputs and organismal outputs. Use of chronobiological concepts can improve predictability in ecological studies. For example, knowing whether an activity rhythm is generated by a light-entrained clock or in direct response to light helps to predict future activity patterns after changing illumination, for example, in urban areas. More generally, knowledge of the ways different zeitgebers such as light, temperature, social interactions and food availability affect animal behaviour can help predict the outcomes of the abovementioned situations in which zeitgebers are modified by changes such as global warming or light at night. This requires an understanding of reaction norms of timing, of selection pressures that act on them, and of genetic variation of reaction norms that determines their scope for evolutionary modification.
While ecologists are well on their way to establish such knowledge for chronotypes of daily and annual activities, establishing the link to internal clocks is still very challenging. Here, the most promising future avenues involve the use of molecular tools inspired by chronobiology, for example, automated reading of clock gene expression in animal fibroblasts that are cultured in the laboratory [74, 209] . Another example are candidate genes for timing, identified by chronobiologists, whose sequences, expression patterns or epigenetic modification can be compared in wild animals that differ in timing (e.g. [16, 210] ). With these methods, animals in the wild can be characterized for their clock, and chronotype, plasticity and fitness can be assessed, rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160246 so that the long-standing question of the adaptive value of Wild Clocks can ultimately be resolved.
That chronobiology and ecology are already benefitting from cross-fertilization is evident from inspiring findings at the intersection of the two disciplines. Ecologists are repeatedly pointed to clock pathways when they compare genomes and transcriptomes, for example, between urban and rural birds, or migratory and non-migratory states (e.g. [16, 211, 212] ). These findings emphasize the importance of biological clocks in the real world. Chronobiologists, in turn, have been able to disentangle, and experimentally reconstruct, the neuronal networks that govern the distinct activity patterns of Drosophila species living at high latitudes [213] , thereby demonstrating how much can be learned from the diversity of patterns and mechanisms in the natural world.
